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Hurry! Limited-time offer

September 12 to October 7, 2018
Jukebox II is back by popular demand at the Casino de Montréal’s Cabaret
with a 60s retrospective performed by outstanding musicians. It’s more than
a show—it’s an experience! The show unfolds in a typical 50s-60s diner.
The customers (dancers and singers) come together to hear songs from
their favourite artists and dance to lively music. You will sing, shout, dance
and have a great time! Prepare for fireworks: 75 minutes of hits!

Dès le 12 septembre 2018

Spectacle 30 $* à 13 h 30
From September 12, 2018

Show $30* at 1:30 p.m.
Réseau Admission

Groupes de 12 personnes ou plus

514 790-1245 • 1 800 361-4595

514 499-5180

casinodemontreal.ca

1 800 665-2274

Admission Network

October 10 to November 4, 2018

Groups of 12 persons or more

18+

* Taxes et frais de service inclus / Taxes and service fees included

The Hommage à Tom Jones et Engelbert Humperdinck tribute show is
back by popular demand at the Casino de Montréal’s Cabaret. The British
Invasion is not limited to rock bands. During the 60s and 70s, two British
singers conquered the international market: Tom Jones and Engelbert
Humperdinck. Two big voices. Two charismatic singers. Ladies and gents,
you do not want to miss this! With Yanick Lanthier and Jean Paray.

November 25 to December 20, 2018
Noël avec Les Crooners (Christmas with The Crooners) is a nostalgic
show reminiscent of the golden era, when crooners were at the top of the
music game. Who can forget the classic Christmas shows starring Bing
Crosby, Frank Sinatra, Dean Martin, Rosemary Clooney, Judy Garland
and Andy Williams? Nostalgia for those who lived in that era, and a great
discovery for a new generation that has fallen in love with singers like
Michael Bublé, who gave new life to this music.
Du 25 novembre au 20 décembre 2018

Spectacle 30 $* à 13 h 30
November 25 to December 20, 2018

Show 30 $* at 1:30 p.m.

Jukebox II
Réseau Admission

Groupes de 12 personnes ou plus

514 790-1245 · 1 800 361-4595

514 499-5180

Admission Network

Groups of 12 persons or more

* Taxes et frais de service inclus / Taxes and service fees included

September 12 to October 7, 2018

Hommage à Tom Jones &
Engelbert Humperdinck
October 10 to November 4, 2018

Noël avec les Crooners
November 25 to December 20, 2018

2
incredible offers
For groups of 12 persons or more only.
Matinée show on Wednesday and Thursday

Show and all-you-can-eat
buffet at Pavillon 67
*

$49.95

OR

Show and trio
at L’Instant
*

$43

With the purchase of 12 tickets, the 13th is free!

To purchase tickets for groups of 12 persons or more

1-844-400-3962 or 514-499-5174

casinomontreal.ca

1-800-665-2274

18+

*The $49.95 promotion is valid on Wednesdays and Thursdays only, until December 20, 2018. This promotion includes the day-time buffet
at Pavillon 67. Taxes, tips and fees are included. The $43 promotion is valid Wednesdays and Thursdays only, until December 20, 2018.
This promotion includes a trio meal with soft drink at L’Instant restaurant. The offers are valid for lunch meals only. The program and dates
are subject to change without notice. For group reservations for 11 persons or fewer, contact the Admission Network at 514-790-1245 or
1-855-790-1245.
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Hopping Upstairs hosts hot-ticket jazz fest series
Of all the ways we enjoy music, especially jazz,
nothing compares to live performance. It’s a
chance to witness and appreciate that spontaneous
creation known as improvisation, which is essential
to jazz and sets it apart from other genres.
In Montreal, there is no better place to appreciate jazz than at Upstairs Jazz Bar & Grill. It is
thriving in its 23th year, one of the very few venues
where you can hear live music in a comfortable
club space, have a drink, and some good food.
Joel Giberovitch bought the semi-basement at
1254 Mackay in 1995. His management style is why
Upstairs features jazz 364 days a year. It is known
here and around the world as a quality jazz club.
Upstairs links up with the Montreal International
Jazz Festival starting June 28 to offer exciting gigs
over a ten-day festival period. Early reservations
are a must because of the limited space.
This year’s lineup includes both lesser-known
and higher profile musicians. Headliners are saxophonist Houston Person performing June 30 and
fellow reed player Benny Golson on July 1 and
2, both with the Emmet Cohen Trio. July 3, the
inventive saxophonist Christine Jensen performs
with her sister, U.S. based trumpeter Ingrid Jensen.
Upstairs has been my favourite jazz venue since
the club opened. I’ve experienced many great
musical evenings there, often sharing them with the
late “friend of jazz” Len Dobbin, who had his favourite seat at the corner of the bar closest to the stage.

and is provocative, but not only cerebral – I like
things that touch my heart,” he says.
He tries to appeal to a broad spectrum.“I really
try to please all four aspects of the listening
public: jazz purists, jazz students, jazz musicians,
and the general public. You’re successful when
you try to please all four groups.”
The story of how young Joel got his start in the
business is now part of local music business lore:
After graduating from Herzliah High and Marianopolis, he was 23, in his third year of Political
Science at Concordia when Upstairs was up for
sale. Joel had experience working at his father’s
El Coyote Restaurant one street over on Bishop,
and his dad, who was approached to buy Upstairs,
asked his son what he thought. Joel decided this
was an opportunity he could not refuse. Though
his interest in jazz was limited to a few vocalists,
he quit school and took the leap.
He set out to learn how to run a business and a
jazz club, and ended up doing it all —setting up
tables, serving, hiring, training, supervising staff,
keeping the books, and booking shows.
Joel Giberovitch: “I like music that swings.”
“This club was my university and every day I
Keeping the music alive has not been easy, still learn – this is what makes me want to come
Giberovitch says. “It still is a learning experience. here. I bus during lunch. I help the daytime staff,
That’s what makes it so interesting.”
which gives me contact with the customers. Friday
The music he selects, described by one jazz night I’m at the door, where I get to say hello and
writer as representing “the extreme centre” of the goodbye to everyone. I like making people happy.
jazz spectrum, reflects Giberovitch’s tastes as they
He gets a lot of requests from performers, and
have developed over the years.
takes them seriously.
“I like music that swings, makes people think
Continued on page 4
Photo: Barbara Moser
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Give something beautiful
to someone you love

... your father!

Watches  Writing and Stationery
Bags and Wallets  Gifts
and lot more
Be r ri- UQA M
514 845-5243

parchemin.ca
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No fees or commissions • Best rates
Reservation for currencies available
Delivery available
Rebates for 65 years and over

5774 Sherbrooke St. W., Montreal

514-486-8282

CURRENCY
EXCHANGE
ALTO

Opening soon – Additional Location
6000 Henri-Bourassa E.

They come for the music and menu

Continued from page 3

“Booking is one of my favourite
things to do.” Upstairs was not always a runaway success and in the
first years, before he got married and
had children, Giberovitch learned to
live on tips.
Chilean-born Juan Barros has
been his chef from the start, and I
can vouch for the food served from
the bistro-style menu. On any given
night, Upstairs fills its 70 seats. People come for the vibe, the music, the
sound, and the menu.
“It has to be run tight,” Giberovitch
says.
The Upstairs jazzfest series opens

June 28 with two shows by electric
guitarist Wayne Krantz, Veronica
Swift (June 29), Jazz singer Halie
Lorn (July 4), The quartet of pianist
François Bourassa, bassist Michel
Donato, saxophonist Frank Lozano,
and drummer Pierre Tanguay, playing the music of Bill Evans (July 5), the
trio Israeli-born pianist Guy Mintus
with clarinetist Oran Etkin (July 6),
and 17-year-old blind-since-birth
American pianist Matthew Whitaker
(July 7). During the festival, the arrangement is New-York style, which means
your ticket is good for one show only.
The full lineup is at upstairs.com.
Tickets / reservations: 514-931-6808

Bonne fête du Canada !
Happy Canada Day!
Thomas

MULCAIR
DÉPUTÉ // MP
OUTREMONT

154 Laurier Av. West
Suite 302
Montreal, QC, H2T 2N7
Tel.: 514 736-2727

thomas.mulcair@parl.gc.ca

Remember when
milk cost just 24¢
a quart?

WHAT IF...

Take advantage of today’s
prices. Plan your final
arrangements now and
choose your own budget
and monthly terms.

Someone you love can no longer take care of themselves

We have the ANSWERS

Take the first step:
Order the Family Registry
Estate Planner™ FREE!

› Devoted health care professionals
and nursing supervision 24/7
› Weekly DOCTOR visits
Included: medication management,
weekly housekeeping, laundry of linens
and 3 meals per day
› Personal care services also available,
adapted to the needs of the individual
› Secure MEMORY CARE wing

Rideau
Memorial Gardens & Funeral Home
rideaumemorial.com
514-683-6700
Lakeview
Memorial Gardens
lakeview-memorial.ca
514-694-9294

Call or come visit us to learn more
1055 Tecumseh, DDO

514-685-4444

A rbor Me morial Inc .

www.chateaudollard.com
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MANAGED BY

Heroes in her head helped Judy survive abuse
Courage and conviction are characteristics
many associate with prominent feminist,
journalist, and activist Judy Rebick, but it was
only well into therapy sessions that she began
to understand the source of her personality
and commitments.
The discovery that she had buried her late
father’s sexual abuse when she was only five is
the most striking element of her latest book, a
remarkable memoir titled Heroes in my Head
(House of Anansi Press, 273 pages).
As she said at her Montreal book launch last
month, the abuse she suffered from someone who
was supposed to protect her, a part of her life she
had repressed, fed into her life as an adult and
turned her into a more effective campaigner.
“My story is a good one because it’s a story
about how fighting to help other people helped
me help myself,” Rebick told a lunchtime crowd
of some 100 at the Atwater Library.
A Toronto psychotherapist had diagnosed
her condition in 1989. The defense mechanism
she adopted to protect herself from the abuse
was called multiple personality disorder, now
commonly referred to as dissociative identity
disorder. Because it was the result of the trauma
she suffered, Rebick says she likens it to a mental
injury rather than mental illness.
The book begins with her development as a
public personality and activist, and part of that

Photo: Barbara Moser

Irwin Block

Judy Rebick’s political activism began at the McGill Daily.

genesis began in Montreal in the mid-1960s
when Rebick was a student at McGill and became
involved in the McGill Daily, a magnet for those
with a radical bent.
Rebick’s life in Montreal continued after graduation, living the “sex, drugs and rock ‘n roll” life
in the McGill ghetto and even hosting the Grateful Dead when they played here during Expo ’67
– the word was out that her live-in boyfriend at
the time, Roger, was cool and staying at their pad
was cool, certainly better than any straight hotel.

Life with Roger became so chaotic that Rebick
decided to move back to Toronto, worked as a
journalist there, became disillusioned by it, and
moved on to New York City – she was born in
Brooklyn – which was miles ahead when it came
to exciting times and sexual exploration.
“In Toronto men looked askance at ‘easy’ women
but New York was an entirely different story.
Greenwich Village was one big pickup scene.”
At first attracted to the Students for a Democratic Society, Rebick got fed up when some
activists decided to adopt violent methods. The
city was also becoming dangerous, so like many at
the time. Rebick decided to hit the road and after
a stay in Israel, followed the hippie trail, alone,
through Turkey, Iran, Afghanistan and India.
Readers will enjoy colourful anecdotes about her
“crazy adventures” on the road. While leaving
Israel when she risked arrest for carrying hashish, she kicked up such a fuss with customs officials that they gave up on her. She remembers
this as “the first time in my adult life that I had
dissociated from any feelings of fear.”
It was hardly the last time, her fearlessness was a
feature of her public profile, most famously in 1983
when fending off an enraged pro-lifer preparing to
attack Dr. Henry Morgentaler with garden shears
after he’d opened an abortion clinic in Toronto.
That moment was captured on video and is often
rebroadcast when Rebick is in the news.
Returning to Toronto, Rebick was diagnosed
Continued on page 6

The Team of Kalman Samuels, Q.C. & Associates is pleased to announce that
we have moved our ofﬁces to Westmount Square. Our new address is as follows:
1 Westmount Square, Suite 711, Tower 1 • t: 514-939-1200 • f: 514-939-1201
www.kalmansamuels.com
info@kalmansamuels.com

“Quebec’s International Family Law Firm since 1957”
theseniortimes.com
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Editorial

Ottawa has no business taking over Kinder-Morgan pipeline

Universal Monuments

John Machalani
Sales Director

528 Crépeau Blvd.
Mascouche, QC

T 514-945-5445
F 450-474-6207

We are disappointed that the Liberal government caved when U.S.-controlled Kinder Morgan
Canada Ltd. presented its April 8 ultimatum April,
essentially a form of corporate blackmail: Faced
with legal, physical, and environmental roadblocks,
and what many experts say are dim prospects
for financial success, Kinder Morgan threatened
to pull the plug on the planned expansion of its
existing pipeline between Edmonton and Burnaby
on the B.C. coast unless it receives guarantees
that the project can proceed and shareholder
protected. With the B.C. government challenging
the project in court, the company lost interest in
moving ahead.
We believe the pipeline expansion, which will
triple daily capacity to 890,000 barrels of diluted
bitumen for eventual shipment to Asian market, is wrong for economic and environmental
reasons. Leaving bitumen in the ground until
such time as it pays to refine it in Canada, if that
ever occurs, is far preferable. Instead Ottawa
has agreed to spend $4.5 million to buy Kinder
Morgan’s Trans Mountain project – the existing
pipeline, the terminal assets, the current management team and workforce and the right to build
the expanded pipeline. It hopes to find a buyer,
but as Jeff Rubin, senior fellow at the Centre for
International Governance Innovation says, the
private sector doubts the project is commercially
viable, and finding a buyer is problematic.
The rationale for the pipeline expansion – the

A brilliant defense mechanism
Continued from page 5

with amoebic dysentery and after recovering, was
ready “to fulfill (her) promise of changing the
world.” She became involved with looking after
transient youth in 1971 that flocked to Toronto,
and helped set up the controversial “tent city” for
them, making headlines in the process.
Thus began Rebick’s career as an organizer
and spokesperson for groups and constituencies
where she saw a need for her support and advocacy, including advocating for those with hearing
disabilities. She became involved in the Trotskyist Revolutionary Marxist Group. Like other far
left militants she believed she had to get close to
workers at the grass roots of the labour-capital
conflict – to borrow from within – and Rebick
got a job in the aircraft industry.
Their journal was called the Old Mole. She later

Dorval
Denture Clinic
denturoexpert.com

Hong An Nguyen d.d.

We offer home personalized service

Rabbi Mordechai Tober
John Machalani
3801 Jean-Talon West 514-344-1716

Denture starting from $750
• Free Consultation • Denture on Implants
• Full denture • Repair in 1 hour
• Whitening tray
Dorval

Jean-Talon

Bélanger

352 Dorval Ave

1216 Jean-Talon E

4301 Bélanger

514-636-6504

514-277-5628

514-254-2870

Suite 201
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(Jean-Talon metro)

desire to diversify the customer base by shipping
diluted bitumen, or dilbit, directly from the B.C.
coast to Asia and being less dependent on the
American market where most of our oil goes –
is not borne out by the statistics. (Dilbit usually
is a mixture of 20-30 per cent diluent and 70 to
80 per cent bitumen, the diluent usually a lighthydrocarbon mixture.)
Asian markets show little interest in importing crude from Canada, let alone dirty bitumen.
Crude exports from Vancouver to China maxed
out at 28 per cent of outbound shipments in 2011,
dropping to six per cent in 2014 and close to zero
in 2016. India was at two per cent in 2013.
The price of oil that would justify extracting,
refining, and shipping bitumen from Alberta to
Asia is now and likely will remain uncompetitive
in the foreseeable future. The main obstacle: the
glut of cleaner product as a result of fracking in
the U.S., and moves by Russia and Saudi Arabia
to lower the price whenever sales lag.
If the line is expanded, a pipeline break or tanker
spill is not a question of “if” but “when”. Any oil
spill is catastrophic to the land, fresh waterways,
and the ocean – and they happen all the time.
As Jeff Rubin has noted, “Far from needing new
pipelines, the oil sands industry will soon have
problems filling the capacity of existing ones in
tomorrow’s emission constrained world.” This
decision enrages environmentalists and is set to
haunt the Trudeau government.
was acclaimed president of the National Action
Committee for the Status of Women, was a
frequent commentator on national radio and
television, founded The Rabble online journal,
and was active as an author and public speaker.
The saddest aspect of Rebick’s story is her
realization through therapy that she had been
abused by her father and developed alter-ego
figures in which to escape and protect herself
– the guardian Simon, the playful Lobo, the
fun-loving Sophie, the furious HIM, and five
others. Her therapist called them “alters.”
She read a portion of her memoir in which a
small boy alter-ego who is good at “running
from” the scene of sexual abuse makes a dash for
the nearest Dairy Queen and laps up an ice cream
cone, which Judy is allergic to.
It was, as she writes, “a brilliant defense
mechanism,” and she credits her sense of selfpreservation for having created these “alters” to
fend off “the unbearable horrors” inflicted upon
her by the man who was supposed to protect her.
It is a painful story, but inspiring, with a message to all who have suffered childhood abuse,
that there is a way to overcome the psychological
damage. Though she started the book long before
the current #MeToo movement, Rebick told her
audience that when it comes to sexual harassment, sexual assault, and childhood sexual abuse,
it is essential to talk about it even if, in the case
of abuse at home, most families do not want to
hear about it.
“The secrets are killing us, and telling our
secrets is the only way to heal!”
irblock@hotmail.com

Chamber Fest dazzles in June
Irwin Block
Montreal’s annual chamber music
festival, curated by cellist Dennis
Brott, is in its 23rd edition, offering
what looks like an electrifying and
expansive series of concerts, three
of them free!
The festival began in April and ten
concerts remain, including Friday
night jazz concerts at McGill University’s Pollack Hall, with pianist
Eldar Djangirov in a trio June 8,
and saxophonist Grace Kelly leading a quartet June 15.
Classical music remains at the
core of this festival. Pianist André
Laplante joins the Rolston String
Quartet June 12, 8pm, in works by
Haydn, Tchaikovsky, and Schumann;
The Tempest Trio — violinist Ilya
Kaler, cellist Amit Peled, and
pianist Alon Goldstein – with violist
Marian Thibeault June 14, 8pm,
play works by Bernstein, Beethoven,
and Schumann; A rare four pianist

chamber pops concert June 15, 5pm,
unites Alon Golstein, David Jalbert,
Wonny Song, and Steven Massicotte.
The New York Philharmonic
Quartet — principal string players
from the New York Philharmonic
Orchestra — makes its Canadian
debut June 16, 8pm, playing works
by Haydn, Shostakovich, and Borodin; Cellissimo, featuring Brott and
11 other cellists, with soprano Aline
Kutan, June 17, 3:30pm, perform
pieces by Popper, Menotti, and Villa
Lobos. In the three free events at
Pollack Hall: The Rolston String
Quartet plays Shostakovich and
Reich 5pm, June 12 as the documentary Different Trains is screened;
Israeli violinist Amit Peled plays
works by Bach and Bloch at noon,
June 15, using one of Pablo Casals’
cellos. The documentary The Cellist:
Legacy of Gregor Piatigorsky will
be screened at 1pm, June 17.
Info: festivalmontreal.org
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Stimulating the brain to tailor training of
the affected arm after stroke
Can using a brain stimulation technique to tailor interventions for
the affected arm promote better recovery in stroke survivors?

Eligibility Criteria
• Man or woman
• Having had a stroke
at least 6 months ago
• Being able to reach one
of our study sites in
Sherbrooke, Montreal
or Ottawa

Procedure
• Two pre-training evaluations of your affected
arm and your brain
• 12 sessions of an individualized training of
your affected arm span over 4 weeks,
combined or not to a transcranial direct
current stimulation (tDCS) of your brain
• Two post-training evaluations of your
affected arm and your brain

Interested in this study?

Please contact a member of the research team :

Montreal: 514-398-5457 • Sherbrooke: 1-888-780-1832 • Ottawa: 613-562-6262

• SHINGLES
• ASPHALT & GRAVEL
• SLATE
• MEMBRANE
• SKYLIGHTS
• VENTILATION
• SHEET METAL WORK

H E L P P L E ASE …
Participate in a listening
experiment on

UNDERSTANDING
SPEECH IN NOISE
Seeking individuals who:

We’ve Got You
Covered

SENIORS
DISCOUNT!

FREE ESTIMATE
BRICK WALL and CHIMNEY REPAIRS & REBUILDS

• Are between 65 and 75 years of age
• Have good hearing
• Use English as their primary language
of everyday communication
• Have limited knowledge of French
Your total participation will be approximately 3 hours.
The experiment will be conducted at the Research Center
of the Institut universitaire de gériatrie de Montréal located
at 4545 Queen-Mary Road, Montreal.
Interested? Want more information?
Communicate with Leslie at: 514-340-3540 ext. 4081
or email: labo_audition@hotmail.com

PROFESSIONAL ROOF INSPECTIONS

Guaranteed Work

514-932-7772 | belgravecs@yahoo.ca | belgraveroofing.ca

Annonce publicitaire approuvée le 22 juillet 2016 par le Comité d’éthique de la recherche vieillissementneuroimagerie dans le cadre du projet CER VN 16-17-15.
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Sun Youth Bike Patrol eyes and ears of police Prepare for your annual financial review

This year, 20 bike patrollers will
be assigned to nine neighborhood
police stations till August 10.
They will be present on streets,
bike paths, parks, playgrounds,
festivals, and at community events,
acting as the eyes and ears of the
police. Speaking 12 languages, these
young people are trained in first aid
and public safety skills.
This 34th edition of the Bike Patrol
is made possible by Outremont
MP Thomas Mulcair, the Quebec
Ministry of Public Security, and

Jacques Chagnon, Speaker of the
National Assembly. Dorel Industries
supply the mountain bikes and
GardaWorld and Projet Bolo provide
uniforms. Toyota Gabriel provide
an administrative vehicle. The
Gustav Levinschi Foundation
provides financial support.
If you have questions about the
patrollers, contact Helio Galego,
Director of Crime Prevention/
Victims Services or Jonathan Caisse,
Coordinator of the Bike Patrol at
514-842-6822.

Vast Choice of Incontinence Products

Ask for Free Sample

Mon Petit Monde Inc.
Look for referral in www.smartshoppingmontreal.com
“Speciality Services”

Consultation and Discreet Home Delivery

514-955-0101

LaSalle
3 ½, 4 ½

Waterfront
Clean, quiet
building
Fridge • Stove
Hot water
Outdoor pool
Sauna • Gym
Wheelchair
access
toulonsurmer@gmail.com
montrealapts.ca

Financial
Fitness
Deborah
Leahy
Given the complexities of the
investment world, working with a
financial professional can help you
move toward your goals such as a
comfortable retirement.
You’ll want good communication
and should meet in person at least
once a year to review your portfolio.
At these annual reviews, you’ll want
to cover various topics.
The progress of your portfolio:
You will want to discuss how well your
investments are doing. Of course, you
can follow their performance month
to month, or even day to day, by reviewing your investment statements
and online information, but at your
annual meeting, your financial professional can sum up the past year’s
results, highlight areas that have done
well or lagged, how your portfolio is
performing in terms of your goals.
Your investment mix: Your
combination of investments –
stocks, bonds, government securities
and so on – helps determine your
success as an investor. But in looking
at the various investments in your
portfolio, you’ll want to go beyond
individual gains and losses to see if

ELDER AIDE
ASSOCIATES
A network of professionals
providing services in social
work, senior relocation, real
estate, accounting, financial
planning and legal matters
at reasonable rates.

Group information
sessions

438-390-3705

your overall mix is still appropriate
for your needs. For example, is the
ratio of stocks to bonds still suitable
for your risk tolerance? Over time,
this ratio can shift, as often happens
when stocks appreciate so much that
they now take up a larger percentage
of your portfolio than you intended
– with a correspondingly higher risk
level. If these movements occur,
your financial professional may
recommend you rebalance your
portfolio to align it more closely
with your goals and risk tolerance.
Changes in your family situation:
A lot can happen in a single year. You
could have gotten married, divorced
or remarried, or moved to a new,
more expensive house – the list can
go on. And some, if not all, of these
moves could certainly involve your
financial and investment pictures, so
it’s important to discuss them with
your financial professional.
Changes in your goals: Since your
last annual review, you may have
decided to change some of your longterm goals. Perhaps you no longer
want to retire early, or you’ve ruled out
that vacation home. In any case, these
choices may well affect your investment
strategies, so it’s wise to discuss them.
Changes in the investment
environment: It’s a good idea to
establish a long-term investment
strategy based on your goals, risk
tolerance and time horizon, and stick
with this basic strategy regardless of
the movements of the financial markets or changes in the economy. Still,
this doesn’t mean you should never
adjust your portfolio in response to
external forces. For instance, if interest rates were to rise steadily over
a year’s time, you might want to
consider some changes to your fixedincome investments, such as bonds,
whose value will be affected by rising
rates. In any case, it’s another thing
to discuss during your annual review.
Deborah Leahy is an Investment Advisor with Edward Jones, Member CIPF,
deborah.leahy@edwardjones.com

WHY PAY MORE? Make your prearrangements today.

867

$

Plus taxes, no hidden fees.

Ask about all the different funeral options
and advantageous packages that we offer.
Cremation in all simplicity: Transportation of the
deceased*, death certificate and government formalities,
cremation container, cremation, cardboard transport box for
ashes, remittance of ashes to the family at our installations.

Security and flexibility: Your money is desosited in

Free consultation* at your home with NO obligation.

trust and legally protected. Your contract can be amended
at any time.

24/7 |

514 367-8387 | 1 866-353-8387 (toll free)

* Free of charge within a radius of 50 km of our installations.

Make your flexible and secure prearrangements on-line, visit our website: serviceactuel.com
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Yiddish Ghetto songs celebrated at Segal
A special concert and CD launch of a new
recording of Yiddish Ghetto Songs by Montreal musicians takes place June 21 at 8 pm at
the Studio of the Segal Centre, 5170 Côte Ste.
Catherine, in partnership with the Montreal
Holocaust Museum.
Holocaust survivor Sidney Zoltak initiated the
project and is among the singers on the album, all
veteran members of the Dora Wasserman Yiddish
Theatre. They include Raizel Candib, Fishel Goldig,
Aron Gonshor, Bronna Levy, Burney Lieberman,
Lisa Rubin, Sam Stein, and Judy Stauber.
Nick Burgess, a veteran of Yiddish theatre
productions, is the musical director. Edit Kuper
wrote the booklet that accompanies the CD.
The composition and performance of music
during the war reflect suffering and loss as well as
hopes and dreams, resilience and resistance, love
and loss.
These songs reflect the desire to live and determination to withstand unbearable oppression in

the ghettos, slave labour camps, and among the
partisans. They include Makh Tsu Di Eygelekh
(Close Your Eyes), by Isaiah Shpigl and Dovid
Beyglman, Unter Dayne Vayse Shtern (Under
Your White Stars), by Avrom Sutskever and
Avrom Brudño, and Zog Nit Keynmol, (Never
Say this is the End of the Road), the Partisan
Hymn by Hirsh Glick, based on a melody by
Dimitri Pokrass.
Tickets are $15, with CD $30.
For tickets: segalcentre.org or 514-739-7944

Give us a Like, won’t you?
facebook.com/theseniortimes

Powered by Saint Elizabeth Health Care

Our team is here to help

You are invited

Hearing Aids
West Island

Our Elizz nurses and personal support
team are here to give you peace of mind
with professional in-home help for the
person in your care.

Come and listen to hearing aids,
By appointment-limited places

514-538-3304

FREE HEARING
SCREENING TEST
Annie Bouchard ap.

To learn more or to order
services, contact us at
514.900.6137
www.elizz.com/quebec

Bouchard, Tremblay et Associés

More freedom…
better living!

CHOOSE YOUR UNIT BEFORE GRAND OPENING
OCCUPANCY FALL 2018
329, Hymus Blvd
Pointe-Claire H9R 6B3
514 613-3797

3 /2
1

1 209/ month

4 1/2 and 5 1/2 also offered

A project from

lelib.ca

starting at

$

INCLUDED:
Appliances, phone service,
cable, air conditioner
and Internet.

In association with

Award winner
in two categories

theseniortimes.com
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A perfect dish demands destruction
Flavour Guy
Barry Lazar

Manoir Richelieu, Charlevoix
July 9-11
2 nights at Fairmont
Le Manoir Richelieu Hôtel
2 breakfasts, with dinners
credit voucher of $15 pp
club casino privileges
free time in Old Quebec City
$425 pp double, $540 single
optional: $65
Whale watching excursion
1000 Islands Tour
July 10
3-hour lunch cruise
Entertainment on board–Big Band
$105 pp

Orillia Sunshine Getaway August 21-23
2 nights at Best Western Mariposa Inn
2 breakfasts, 1 supper, lunch at the Mariposa Market
Cruise on Orillia Boat Cruises, Orillia Museum
Visit to Casino Rama $530 double, $715 single
Hudson Village Theatre
The Little Surf Band–The Beach Boys & Rock’N’Roll
Classics from the 50s and 60s Ticket for show
Lunch at Mon Village Restaurant
Motorcoach Transportation $105 pp

Is it time to consider
RETIREMENT LIVING?
Our Retirement Living Consultants can help you
learn how Chartwell can make your life BETTER.

CHARTWELL LE WELLESLEY
230 Hymus Boulvard, Pointe-Claire • 438-538-8474
CHARTWELL MANOIR KIRKLAND
2 Canvin Street, Kirkland • 438-538-8472

CHARTWELL.COM
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Tibetan sand mandalas are a Buddhist tradition in which coloured
sand is formed into geometric patterns. These are symbolic of the
universe, created with great intricacy, and then ritually destroyed.
This is supposed to represent life’s
evanescence. Heavy stuff.
I had never really understood why
someone would do this — create
something beautiful knowing that it
would soon be wiped away. Then I
was served a spectacular dish at the
Quebec City restaurant Légende.
The restaurant tries to use only local
foods in season. With this year’s
cold weather, although we were well
into spring, I couldn’t order a salad.
While everything was delicious
and meticulously prepared, it was
a dessert capturing a winter foliage
scene that made me consider what
I was eating. As Jérôme Cormier,
Légende’s maître d’ later explained
to me, this had been made from “the
candy cap mushroom which grows
on maple trees in the Gaspé.” It was
served with a jelly made from fir
trees, crystallised lichen and haskapa berry jam. I had to look all
these up online, having never knowingly eaten lichen, haskapa berries
or these particular wild mushrooms.
The candy caps had been used to
flavour ice cream and moulded into
mushrooms. On either side were
slabs of wintery bark meringues. The
composition resembled the kind of
tableau you might see in a Laurentian diorama at a museum of natural history. It was served under a bell
jar, the base dusted with powdered
sugar. The glass was removed and
we sat there speechless.
How could we eat such an amazing creation? And yet if we didn’t,
it would slowly deliquesce, as many
mushrooms do, dissolving into a
soupy puddle which might then be
called spring thaw.
So the only way to respect this
creation was to eat it. And this is
when I had the epiphany. A chef
had constructed this wonderful
dessert solely to be taken apart — to
be eaten; granted we did so slowly,
and, as it was so good, to wipe the
plate clean. This particular dish, the
one served to us, could never be
made exactly the same way again.
The arrangement would always be

slightly different. In fact, were we to
return, it is might not even be available: the menu changes regularly,
its creator no longer there, or those
ingredients not in season.
But really, does that matter? For
the chef, there are always more
mandalas to be made, to be cooked
and composed, only to be cut into
and eaten; and, as with that magnificent mushroom creation, to have the
plate wiped clean.
As they say, you can’t make an omelette without breaking a few eggs
and it has taken me years to learn
how to make a good one. The key,
much to my surprise, has been to
take time. The edges should be uniformly soft and golden, not leathery
and brown. Of course some may like
them that way and I suppose there is
also a market for burnt toast.
It doesn’t require a lot of skill. An
8 or 9 inch omelette pan helps but a
hefty skillet of the same size will do
as well.
Make omelettes one at a time.
They will keep for a little while, on
a plate covered with a dish cloth, in
a warm oven. Break two eggs into a
dish, mix them with a fork, and, if
you like, add some chopped fresh or
dried herbs. Beat them again. Melt a
teaspoon of butter in the frying pan,
even if it is non-stick. Once it melts
and sizzles turn the heat to low and
pour in the egg mixture. Roll the pan
so that the mixture spreads evenly.
Have some grated cheese or a couple
of slices ready, if you want a cheese
omelette, and maybe a spoonful
of salsa. Let the omelette cook
undisturbed for a minute or so. Once
the edges have set and the center is
almost firm, flip over the omelette
(those adept at flipping know what
to do, for the rest of us a spatula is
fine). Put the cheese, salsa or whatever you like in the middle and
fold the omelette upon itself. Cook
briefly on one side and then turn it
over again. The lower the heat, the
longer it may take but your prize is
perfection, then serve and destroy.
I’ll never replicate the dessert we
had, but we do love mushrooms.
Here is an easy appetizer based on a
recipe from our friend Gordana.
***
Mushroom Appetizer
Mix a half pound of sliced brown
or white mushrooms (the kind we
always bought before things got
fancy) with a quarter cup each of
vegetable or olive and fresh lemon
juice and a quarter teaspoon each of
salt and curry powder. Mix this well
and refrigerate overnight.

Irwin Block
What would Beethoven think?
I did not have to ask that question when I
dropped in to a rehearsal of the Lyric Theatre
Singers at a Montreal West church last month
and heard the crew of 38 running through We Go
Together, from the Broadway hit Grease.
The words vary from nonsense to silly, about
finding romance at the high-school dance, but the
music gets to you and the rising crescendo and
unstoppable swing take over and make you love it.
And when it ends with a rousing and repeated
“We’ll always be together,” and “wop bop a loo
bop/That’s the way it should be,” you can’t resist.
Songs like this one, as choreographed by
Jonathan Patterson, have the 38 singer/dancers
responding with smart and sassy moves.
It is part of Journey To Broadway, the muchawaited production for a 28th year by the Lyric
Singers, directed by Bob Bachelor and Cathy
Burns, with three evenings performances June
14-16, and a matinée the last day. It’s all happening at the D.B. Clarke Theatre of Concordia
University, 1455 de Maisonneuve, at Bishop.
Ann Stewart, who just turned 70, beams with
joy as she describes her second year with the
singers, saying, “it’s easy to come back, and just
so amazing to be here – the most wonderful
experience of my life.”
The retired teacher had been a choir member
for ten years, but joined this troupe in search
of something more challenging. “I wanted to
Open / Ouvert

Photo: Irwin Block

Broadway musical jewels hit Montreal stage this month

Ann Stewart: “I thought I had died and gone to heaven.”

be learning a lot of new material. I love singing
harmony. I auditioned, and got accepted. It’s so
much fun,” she said during a rehearsal break.
“The caliber is so high, so excellent – there is
nothing like singing in a group of good singers.”
That kind of exuberance is what you hear when
the Lyric Singers fold the multi-level harmonies
into an ensemble sound.
“The first practice I came to, when the men
and women got together and started singing as a
group, I thought I had died and gone to heaven,”
Stewart enthused.
She’s is an alto 2, and singing the Broadway material in a group “just blows me away. Every day I
face a new challenge here and I come away having
learned something. At my age that’s wonderful!”
Her enthusiasm is reflected in the way the
group rehearses, smiling and energetic, even as

Start Times / Heures de Départ

Thursday / Jeudi

Warmups / Lève-tôt 6:30pm

Regular / Régulier 7pm

Friday / Vendredi

Warmups / Lève-tôt 6:30pm

Regular / Régulier 7pm

Saturday / Samedi

Warmups / Lève-tôt 6:30pm

ADMISSION

Regular / Régulier 7pm

Sunday / Dimanche Warmups / Lève-tôt 1:00pm

Regular / Régulier 1:30pm

Monday / Lundi

Regular / Régulier 7pm

Warmups / Lève-tôt 6:30pm

Mohawk bingo exit 138 of Mercier bridge Phone 450-638-6830
Sun

Mon

Thu

Fri

Sat

June / Juin
2018

Management reserves the right to
change / modify program without notice.
La direction se réserve le droit de changer
la programmation sans préavis
3

4
ALL FIVE
SPECIALS
$1000
Reg $350
Full card
$3000

10

ADM.
PACKS

$7
Regulars
$350
FULL CARD
$3,000
11

THREE
BUNDLES
for $20
AT
ADMISSIONS
Reg $350
17

$7
Regulars
$350
FULL CARD
$3,000

HAPPY
FATHER‛S
DAY
FREE
ADMISSION

18

24

25

(1 per person)

2 for 1
Regular
Games
$350
Jackpot
$3000

ADM.
PACKS

ADM.
PACKS

$7
Regulars
$350
FULL CARD
$3,000

FREE
ADMISSION
PACKAGE
(1 person)

7

THREE
BUNDLES
for $20
AT
ADMISSIONS
Regs. $350

14

2

$10
ADMISSION
Regulars $350
FULL CARD
$4,000

2 for 1

ALL REGULAR
GAMES
AMERICAN
DOLLARS
$350 U.S.
15

15 REGULAR
GAMES
Reg $350
Full card
$3000
21

ADMISSION

28
FOR
EVERYTHING
DAY

And hot dogs

FREE
ADMISSION
PACKAGE

(1 per person)
REG.$500
9

15 Regular
Games
$500
JACKPOT
$5,000
2nd Chance
$1,000

ADMISSION
PACKAGES

FATHER’S DAY
SPECIAL

$10

2 FULL CARDS

PLAY
THURSDAY
JUNE 22
for
ONE FREE
ADMISSION
TODAY

29

2 for 1

PRICE/PRIX

Sun. Mon. Thurs. Fri.
Sun. Mon. Thurs. Fri.
Sun. Mon. Thurs. Fri.
Sun. Mon. Thurs. Fri.
Sun. Mon. Thurs. Fri.

$22
$15
$15
$12
$9

PRICE/PRIX

SAT.
SAT.
SAT.
SAT.
SAT.

$32
$23
$23
$18
$13

No card exchange - Pas d’échange de carte de membre, juin - Exchange any day in June
No Coupons - Pas de coupons ADM - June 2, 17, 22, 25, 28, 30 and Mondays

FATHER’S DAY SPECIAL, JUNE 16
Saturday, June 16 will be
an amazing treat for Dad!
REGULAR GAMES $500
SPECIALS $1,500
2 FULL CARDS @ $5,000

Special Rock and Roll Live Entertainment Provided by

SHADY JANE and a RAFFLE for two Golf Town
Gift Certificates valued at $500 each!!!

16

22

$10

(24) cards
(18) cards
(15) cards
(12) cards
(9) cards

HONEY BBQ WINGS (6) AND RICE ($5)

1

8

they repeat the same song many times over to get
it just right, to the satisfaction of choreographer
Patterson and pianist Benjamin Kwong.
Although she did not know most of the songs
on this year’s menu, “the more you sing it the
more you start to love it.” The repertoire includes
music from Anastasia, Chicago, Once on This
Island Company, Rent, Titanic, Waitress, the
2017 Tony Award winning Dear Evan Hansen,
and classics by Rodgers and Hammerstein, Rodgers and Hart, Kander and Ebb, and Cole Porter.
Each year the group has its own sound, and the
music is selected in part to reflect its strengths,
and the talents of the soloists, co-director Cathy
Burns explained.
It’s a fast-moving show, with costume changes
as it proceeds. To achieve perfection, rehearsals
start in December and continue for six months.
Act One is more contemporary, starting with the
classic Another Opening, Another Show, and
moves into contemporary songs, Burns explained.
“We’re doing The Titanic medley — I cry every
time we get to the number, We’ll Meet Tomorrow.
It’s very stirring to have 38 people singing that.
Our soloists are just amazing.”
“There is something for everyone, including a
lot of smart and clever songs, the kind they just
don’t write anymore,” Burns said.
Tickets cost $38, but there are reductions for
seniors, students, groups of 15, and children,
available online at lyrictheatrecompany.com or
514-743-3382.

ALL 5
SPECIALS
$600
U.S. DOLLARS

$5000 Each
23
REG GAMES
$750
FULL CARD
$4,000
3 BUNDLES
for $20
30

2 FOR 1
PAJAMA
PARTY &
MYSTERY
ENVELOPES

PLAY MONDAY, THURSDAY, FRIDAY
and SATURDAY
for a CHANCE to WIN
2 x $500 CASH EVERY SUNDAY

Each Week in JUNE
YOU MUST BE IN THE BINGO HALL ON SUNDAY TO WIN.
We will draw names until we have two winners in the Bingo Hall.

Free admission on Friday June 22 for everyone
who plays on Thursday June 21
TWO FOR ONE for EVERYTHING DAYS
June 28, 2018 ALL CARDS are two for one. Packages, Bundles, Specials all Bingo Cards.
June 28, 2018 ALL CARDS are two for one. Packages, Bundles, Specials all Bingo Cards.
Warm Ups and Early Birds are already 2 for 1.
HOT DOGS in the RESTAURANT also 2 for 1

theseniortimes.com
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BONNE FÊTE NATIONALE
ST-JEAN-BAPBONNE FÊTEHAPPY
NATIONALE
HAPPY ST-JEAN-BAPTISTE
TISTE
BONNE FÊTE DU CANADA
HAPPY CANADA DAY
BONNE FÊTE DU CANADA
HAPPY CANADA DAY

ANJU DHILLON

EMMANUEL DUBOURG

Député / MP

Députée / MP

Député / MP

Pierrefonds – Dollard
Frank.Baylis@parl.gc.ca

Dorval – Lachine – LaSalle
Anju.Dhillon@parl.gc.ca

Bourassa
Emmanuel.Dubourg@parl.gc.ca

(514) 624-5725

(514) 639-4497

(514) 323-1212

FRANK BAYLIS

TRÈS HON. JUSTIN TRUDEAU

Député / MP
Papineau
Justin.Trudeau.c1c@parl.gc.ca
(514) 277-6020

HON. MARC

ANTHONY HOUSEFATHER

HON. MÉLANIE JOLY

EMMANUELLA LAMBROPOULOS

Député / MP

GARNEAU

Député / MP

Députée / MP

Députée / MP

Notre-Dame-de-Grâce – Westmount
Marc.Garneau@parl.gc.ca

Mont-Royal / Mount Royal
Anthony.Housefather@parl.gc.ca

Ahuntsic-Cartierville
Melanie.Joly@parl.gc.ca

Saint-Laurent
Emmanuella.Lambropoulos@parl.gc.ca

(514) 283-2013

(514) 283-0171

(514) 383-3709

(514) 335-6655

ALEXANDRA MENDÈS

MARC MILLER

FRANCIS SCARPALEGGIA

Députée / MP

Député / MP

Député / MP

Brossard – Saint-Lambert
Alexandra.Mendes@parl.gc.ca

Ville-Marie – Le Sud-Ouest –
Île-des-Soeurs
Marc.Miller@parl.gc.ca

Lac-Saint-Louis
Francis.Scarpaleggia@parl.gc.ca

(450) 466-6872

(514) 496-4885
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(514) 695-6661

nos Meilleurs vœux pour la Fête
nationalE et la Fête du Canada !
our Best wishes for Fête nationale
and Canada Day!

Dominique Anglade

Pierre Arcand

MNA for Saint-Henri–Sainte-Anne
Deputy Premier
Minister of Economy,
Science and Innovation,
Minister responsible for
the Digital Strategy

MNA for Mont-Royal
Minister responsible for
Government Administration and
Ongoing Program Review
Chair of the Conseil du Trésor
Minister responsible for
the Côte-Nord region

514-933-8796

David Birnbaum
MNA for D’Arcy-McGee
Parliamentary Assistant
to the Minister of Education
and the Minister of
Higher Education

514-488-7028

514-341-1151

Hélène David

Geoffrey Kelley

Carlos J. Leitão

MNA for Outremont
Minister of
Higher Education
and Minister of the
Status of Women

MNA for Jacques-Cartier
Minister responsible
for Native Affairs

MNA for Robert-Baldwin
Minister of Finance

514-697-7663

514-684-9000

François Ouimet

Jean Rousselle

Monique Sauvé

MNA for Marquette
First Vice-President
of the National Assembly

MNA for Vimont
Parliamentary Assistant
to the Minister of
Public Security

MNA for Fabre
Parliamentary
Assistant to the
Minister of
Employment and
Social Solidarity

450-628-9269

MNA for Nelligan
Minister of Municipal
Affairs and Land Occupancy,
Minister of Public Security
Minister responsible for
the Montreal region

514-695-2440

Guy Ouellette
MNA for Chomedey
Chair of the
Committee on Planning
and the Public Domain

450-686-0166

514-482-0199

514-634-9720

Martin Coiteux

450-689-5516

theseniortimes.com

Kathleen Weil
MNA for
Notre-Dame-de-Grâce
Minister responsible for Access
to Information, the Reform of
Democratic Institutions,
Minister responsible for Relations
with English-Speaking Quebecers

514-489-7581
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GERDY’S PET PARADE

brought to you by Gerdy’s Rescues & Adoptions

Grieving an ambassador and help for outdoor cats
Are you between 45 and 75 years old? Do you want to help us
understand how the brain processes information?

We need your help!
The Sharp Lab at the Montreal Neurological Institute studies cognition in
Parkinson’s disease and is looking for both healthy control participants

and people with Parkinson’s disease to participate in a research study.
Participation entails two short non-invasive research visits.
Re-imbursement for time. Please email: labo.sharp@gmail.com

We’re almost into summer and the
outdoor cat you fed and kept alive
all winter may be looking a little
chubby in the belly.
It’s probably not due to all that
good food but more likely because
she herself is blooming. Please
do not turn a blind eye. Warmer
weather does not mean that she can
fend for herself; on the contrary she
is extremely vulnerable.
What can we do? Keep feeding her
On a happier note, several cats under
Gerdy’s care have found forever
homes! Just look how Bailey the cat
and his new papa have bonded in less
than a week. It was love at first sight
and Bailey is basking daily in love.
***
From running scared to running
for Canadian Ambassador
A number of years ago, Gerdy rescued
Sam, a Labrador cross, who was
running along a dangerous stretch
of highway on the South Shore. He
was adopted by a loving family in
Ottawa where he launched his life
of diplomacy. He met the
prime minister, the Governor General and became
an official Ambassador of
Patients at the Ottawa
hospital. Sam lived his life
loved by all who met him.
Sadly, he ‘passed over the
rainbow bridge’ in April.
Sam was loved beyond
measure and we hope that
that is the case for all of
our rescued dogs and cats.
Gerdy reminds pet parents that it’s time for heartworm and tick prevention.
We treated our first case
of heartworm last month.
Both can prove deadly to
your beloved pet.

and bring her in to a safe place where
she can give birth.
If she outsmarts your every attempt at capture, there are numerous cat rescues who will come and
humanely trap the mama to be. You
can call Gerdy who will either help
you directly or put you in touch with
an organization that can.
Life on the street is not easy for cats
who have been neglected, abused,
and forgotten.

Bailey with new papa

To adopt: info@gerdy.org
and include your phone number.
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Help the Word Nerd define himself
The Word Nerd
Howard Richler
As I turn 70 in November, I’ve started to
reflect on who I am. Fifteen years ago I
agonized on what to call the woman I lived
with to whom I wasn’t married.
I thought partner sounded right but twice
when I referred to my partner in conversation,
I was informed that this term had been
expropriated by the gay community. My
latest word obsession is to create a term to
describe folks like myself and many of you
who are over 65 but uncomfortable with the
terms “senior” or “elderly.”
“Elderly” connotes someone with physical
disabilities; the former suggests a retired
person who is less active than they were in
their youth. While these terms may have been
apt for our grandparents, as Bob Dylan said a
long time ago “the times they are a-changin’.”
After all, our increased life expectancy is
staggering, and it has been calculated that by
2030 life expectancy will exceed 85. Research
shows that reaching 65 for most people
doesn’t mark a decline in performance. Also,
statistics show that people over 65 contribute
approximately 20% of consumer spending and
within two decades this amount is expected to
increase to 25%. Whereas in 2000 only 12.8%
of people over 65 were in the workforce, by
2016 this figure had climbed to 18.8%
We all know that youth associate aging with
decline and don’t comprehend that many
older people feel and act much like their
younger selves. A recent study conducted
by AARP (American Association of Retired
Persons) asked a group of millennials to
reveal the age they considered to be old. This
averaged out to be 59. Then they introduced
the same group to some people 60+. A video
shows how the millennials changed their
perception after interacting with vibrant
older persons and in the process relinquished
their beliefs that aging involves decline.
Given that those in their 60s are far
more active in many ways than previous
generations, let’s find a more dynamic
term for us. Here are some candidates:
boomers, geriactives, the wise, nightcappers,
silvers, sunsetters, honoured elders, yold
(portmanteau of young/old). This last term,
unfortunately, in Yiddish, refers to a fool.

Another alternative is to create an acronym:
• nyppies (not yet past it)
• owls (older, working less) or older, wiser, learning
• hopskis (healthy old people spending kids’
inheritance.
• indy (I’m not dead yet).
What we call an age group might seem trivial but
often the words used to classify a segment of society
affects people’s attitudes toward the group. Examples
are flight attendant instead of stewardess, personal
assistant rather than secretary, and extermination
engineer instead of pest controller.
Given our rising importance and the lack of an
accepted modern term to describe our stage of life,
if you have a preferred word from the list above or a
different suggestion, I look forward to receiving your
ideas on how to solve my current word dilemma.
hrichler@gmail.com
Richler’s latest book is Wordplay: Arrranged and
Deranged Wit
Editors Note: As a person who fits your definition or
lack of it, I have had to come to terms (excuse the pun)
with my age and designation. Further I’ve had to battle
the connotation of the word “senior” in my 31 years as
a publisher of this newspaper.
The front page headline of our first issue was “Power
of the Elderly.” Nowadays that would be considered
an oxymoron. Just to stir up the pot, back in the 80s,
Sid Stevens had a word for seniors: “Experienced
Canadians.” Where does that leave the rest of us? Let’s
continue the debate with readers and friends alike but
whatever we decide, I refuse to change the name of The
Senior Times and give in to those who refuse to read us
because they say they are not seniors. They don’t know
what they’re missing and they are self-agists. I think
I just made up a new term. From the above options I
prefer “hopskis” because it best defines me. However
I shall not change the name of this newspaper to The
Hopskis Times. Or maybe I will. That’s what you call
“Power of the Hopskis!”
— Barbara Moser, Publisher of The Senior Times

RELAX IN A
QUIET OASIS

Joyeuse fête nationale
du Québec à tous et une
heureuse fête du Canada!
Wishing you a great
Quebec National Holiday
and Canada Day!
Jacques Chagnon

Député de / M.N.A. for Westmount–Saint-Louis
1134, Sainte-Catherine O., suite 801
Montréal, QC H3B 1H4
Tél : 514-395-2929 Téléc : 514-395-2955 jchagnon-wsl@assnat.qc.ca

Senior Residence

Fulfilling Needs
at Every Stage

• Retirement lifestyle of distinction & quality
• Round-the-clock caregiving by full nursing staff
• Quality service • Luxurious accommodations
• Recreational programs • At-home atmosphere

placekensington.com
A DIVISION OF FAIRWAY MANAGEMENT CORP.

Come and enjoy your retirement in peaceful and
evolving surroundings. Whether you are an independent
retiree, semi-autonomous or dealing with a loss
of autonomy, we have what you need.

APARTMENTS

Enjoy a superb condo style apartment including
all services (meals not included).

STUDIO SERVICE PACKAGE

Live in a spacious turnkey studio, including
a kitchenette with a microwave, sink, fridge
and balcony. Services and meals are included!

CARE UNIT

Benefit from personal care best suited
to your needs and from all the services
offered in the care wing.

COME MEET US AND
AND BOOK YOUR
NEW LIVING SPACE!

STARTING
AT $1400*

* Certain conditions apply. Contact us for more information.

514 626-6651

manoirpierrefonds.com | info@manoirpierrefonds.com
18465 Gouin Boulevard West, Pierrefonds (QC) H9K 1A6

SUBSIDIARY OF

theseniortimes.com
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My picks for activities, venues, and sites in Havana, Cuba

Avoid these fancy rides

Barbara Moser

Our friends keep asking about this so here we
go — not in any particular order: all prices are
in CUC or convertible pesos, roughly equal to
American dollars or about 95 cents US at the
time of writing.
• Riviera Hotel: Across from El Passeo Mall in
Vedado, this iconic hotel with its renovated vintage décor takes you back to the time your parents
were on their honeymoon.
• Jazz Café across the Riviera Hotel for lunch or
dinner with live jazz after 11pm: It’s at the top of
El Passeo. The lunches are inexpensive and if you
show up at 10pm, you enjoy live jazz with your
dinner.
• Café Francesca on the Parque Centrale: With a
terrace looking onto Parque Centrale, this café is a
real people watcher. Full of eccentrics, it’s one of the
few cafés in Havana that serves passable espresso
and pastries, and cartons of ice cream at 1.50cuc.
• Theatre Nationale beside the Hotel Ingleterra
for ballet or opera: The Cuban National Ballet is a
must in this glorious venue, near Café Francesca.
Admission for foreigners: 25cuc.

Take in a Cuban ballet at Teatro Nationale

Beauty Day at Centro Sephardi

• Artisan Market by the old port known as La Ferria:
In the Old Port, it offers original art, jewellery, and
crafts. Be prepared to bargain.
• Ride in a coco taxi at least once. These motorcycletaxis are really fun and cost a little more than a regular
taxi. (10cuc to Vedado) They congregate outside Café
Francesca facing Parque Centrale. There’s nothing like
racing along the Malacon (street along the ocean)
connecting Vedado (central Havana) to Old Havana.
• Nationale Hotel and special room with artifacts is a
trip to the past. I love the photos of Cuban Centenarians and international celebrities, and the old jukebox.
The lobby is Art Deco and gorgeous, especially the floors.
Outside the hotel facing the ocean, have a drink and pretend you’re a rich tourist unless of course you are one!
• Los Nardos is the place to eat in Old Havana, one of
four restaurants, all with names of flowers across from
the Capitolio, or the old government building about
two streets from the Parque Centrale. Each resto has
its own décor and similar food — the very top one is
Italian. My favourite is second from the top with nondescript décor. The food is scrumptious and plentiful.
For 5cuc, you can dine on fish or meat with two
accompaniments. The seafood soup is a must at 2cuc, a
meal in itself. So is the Crema de Queso (cheese soup)

at 2cuc). My choices this trip were the whole
fried fish (6cuc) and the Caribbean shrimp.
I always end up taking half home. This is the
place to take Cuban friends! Avoid the lower
levels unless you want to hear Happy Birthday every ten minutes and have opera singers
belting out glass-shattering songs near or at
your table. Also, the waiters tend to be more
aggressive and the prices slightly higher.
• Chocolate Museum in Old Havana: If you
love chocolate, this is the place to sip it hot or
cold along with handmade chocolates. You
can watch it being made as you sample their
delicacies. To avoid line ups, show up on the
off hours and not on the weekends.
• A walk along Obisbo, the main shopping
street in the Old Havana is a mixture of high
end shopping, which no Cuban can afford
unless they have rich relatives abroad, small
outdoor markets, plazas where everything
from books to puppies and birds are sold.
The architecture is lovely on the side streets.
There is usually live music coming out of the
bars and restaurants.
• Centro Sephardi, a synagogue/community
centre, friendly and welcoming at Calle E and
17th in Vedado. President, Mayra Levy, is a
leader and doer. Watch seniors embroidering
Challah covers or making jewellery under the
tutelage of Alberto Vasquez, an artist in his
own right. The senior programs include dance
therapy, exercise, massage, painting, handicrafts, designing and creating their own clothes
and a beauty day where seniors who have
experience in hair cutting, manicures and
pedicures offer their services to one another.
This is much appreciated in a country
where a retiree’s pension is 10 Cdn a month.
The men also make jewellery and participate in the painting class but their favourite
activity is playing dominoes. Seniors have
lunch and are transported to and from the
synagogue on programming days.
Unfortunately, since the number of American tourists has declined due to what I’ll call
“Trump scare tactics” one of the three senior
programming days has been cut.
If you want to attend a Friday night
service, it’s an interesting mixture of Hebrew
and Spanish with lots of music, followed by a
dinner, which you are invited to host.

AT RESIDENCE
HERRON EVERYTHING
IS DESIGNED FOR YOU!

With our all inclusive package, our thoughtful
team ensures your well-being and caters to
your every need on a day to day basis:
•
•
•
•
•

Nursing assistant 7 days per week
On-site doctor available for consultation
On-site attendant 24/7
Dispensing and administration of medication
Weekly housekeeping service

Semi-autonomous: $1,400 per month
Non-autonomous: $3,150 per month
A single visit will convince you that Résidence
Herron is made for you.

514 631-7288

residenceherron.com | info@chsldherron.com
2400 Herron Road Dorval, Quebec H9S 5W3
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Music is everywhere in Old Havana

Contribute at least 10cuc per person
if you are planning on staying for the
dinner and let Mayra or Lidice know
beforehand.
• The Old Johnson’s Drugstore, in
Old Havana, is left over from the
pre-revolutionary era with lots of
old fashioned bottles. Not much
of a pharmacy nowadays given the
shortage of medications in Cuba.
• Ambos Mundos: This is Hemingway’s hotel off Obisbo, a better bet
than the Floridita, his bar, always
crowded, with drinks at a premium.
At the Ambos Mundos, you can see
his signature, various photographs
and enjoy a snack and coffee in the
lobby café.
• Catedral Restaurant: In Vedado
this is a relaxing option to Los Nardos with similar prices and a mean
mojito at 1.20cuc. Pizzas start at
4cuc and mains at 6.50cuc. Try the
lobster, cut up with veggies in sauce
at 10cuc. Fabuloso!

• The old perfume factory has
stunning architecture and a courtyard where you can take photos of
old perfume bottles lined up on the
shelves. Little bags of handmade
soaps (5cuc) potpourri (2cuc) and
an array of Cuban perfumes are
on sale.
What I avoid in Havana
• Changing money on the street,
which is dangerous
• Huge convertible old cars that take
you around Havana for a hefty fee
• The Riviera Hotel salt water pool
because the price to spend the day
has gone up from 12cuc to 30cuc
and Cubans are no longer allowed
• The Floridita because it is overpriced and touristy
• Most restaurants because they are
overpriced and touristy
• Miramar because there is nothing
much to see there unless it’s your
hotel. The price by taxi is high.
barbarasmoser@gmail.com

Emily and Barbara take a fun ride in a Coco taxi

The Malecon attracts youth

Where Location and Value Meet

One Night Stay
$

for

79 95

plus tax

Park & Fly Package
Valid until June 30, 2018

El Capitolio: Legislature of Cuban government before the Revolution, now the
Cuban Academy of Sciences, soon to be the legislative parliament of Cuba

Call for details and reservations.

theseniortimes.com
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Allan Gold, Attorney

Author of Elder Law in Canada
Wills & estates, mandates in
case of inaptitude, litigation

See elder blog series

CanadianElderLawLawyer.com

4055 St. Catherine W., suite 128-A, Westmount
514-849-1621
attorneygold@practitionerspress.com

R.B.Q 5716-6514-01

Looking for full time people for shingles and labourers.

Starting $25/hr - $30/hr
(depending on experience)

Position available immediately. Please call

514-638-8282

What’s happening in JUNE
BAZAARS

begin at nightfall. Obey Giant by James Moll
profiles the rise of artist Shepard Fairey from his
roots in punk rock and skateboarding to presidential politics through his iconic and controversial
Obama HOPE poster. English original version
with French subtitles. Presented in collaboraSt. Zotique Church • June 30 & July 1
Saturday 9–5 & Sunday 9–4 at 4565 Notre-Dame tion with MURAL Festival at Parc du Portugal
St. W. in St. Henri. Tables to rent. 514-660-0649 at 9pm.
St. Ansgar’s Church • Sat. June 9
Annual Garage Sale fundraiser 10 am and 2 pm
on Grand Blvd corner NDG Ave.
(bus 105 from Vendôme metro). 514-486-5404.

Get togethers

Bon Appétit Friday nights
7:30pm: Friday night dinner group for seniors
who like to dine out but for one reason or another
have to dine out by themselves or stay home. Meet
new people and enjoy good conversation. There is
no fee besides paying for the meal. The group is
10-14. 514-264-8951; barbarabulka@yahoo.com

Music

‘Around the Table Lunch’
at Beaconsfield United Church,
202 Woodside Rd, Beaconsfield

All seniors welcome for our free lunch happening
every third Tuesday of every month. There will be
a speaker or activity based around seniors.
The lunch starts at 12pm.

Please R.S.V.P. to
bucseniorslunch@gmail.com or
contact the church office at 514-695-0600

Cathedral Singers Gala • Sat. June 16
7:30pm: The Cathedral Singers perform the
Stravinsky Mass in honour of director Patrick
Wedd’s retirement, with organists Nicholas
Capozzoli and Robert Hamilton at Christ Church
Cathedral, 635 St. Catherine W. (McGill Metro).
Free. Donations welcome. 5148436577 # 236.
Ensemble Scholastica • Sun. June 10
7pm: Montreal’s only women’s vocal group dedicated to early music perform their final concert
of the season: The Sybil of the Rhine – Visionary Songs of Hildegard von Bingen (1098-1179).
Chapelle Notre-Dame-de-Bon-Secours in Old
Montreal. info@ensemblescholastica.ca

Theatre & Film

SEARCHING FOR
COMMUNITY RESOURCES?

We can help you!
2-1-1

211qc.ca
8 A.M TO 6 P.M
FREE
BILINGUAL
7 DAYS/7

On the Fringe • opening June 11
6:45pm: Storytelling show Awkward Hug, based
on a true story by Cory Thibert that takes place
in 2009 when he was 19 and uncovered his
parents’ disabilities, questioning what constitutes
“normal.” See Fringe line up online for times
and places.
On the Fringe • till June 17
Sarah Segal-Lazar’s immersive theatrical provocation is set at a TV talk show. Don’t Read the
Comments delves into the grey areas of sexual
encounters and consent through the dark art of
the clown and the power of storytelling. Studio
MMP, 10 Pine Ave. W. #214.
Outdoor doc • Thurs. June 14
International Documentary Festival (RIDM)
will screen free outdoor movies from June to August in parks and “unusual places.”All screenings

The Ocean Between Us — call for participants
The Museum of Jewish Montreal and artist
Yuula Benivolski are looking for participants
for her project, The Ocean Between Us, to be
exhibited in 2019. She explores aspects of collective memory and identity using strategies of
visual archiving, storytelling, and autobiography.
Benivolski will be photographing first and second
generation Jewish immigrants in their homes accompanied by a Research Fellow from the museum to interview participants for oral histories.
Participants will receive a digital copy of their
professional portrait and oral history. If you or a
family member would like to participate, contact
Curatorial Coordinator Pippa Bartlett at pippa@
imjm.ca and Community Manager Aviv Milgram
at aviv@imjm.ca

Volunteering

CIUSSS West-Central Montreal Health is looking for volunteers for its long-term senior care
facilities to help with recreation, visiting, medical
escorts, and meals. Volunteers are needed for the
CLSC de Benny Farm reception. Two information meetings will be held at the CLSC Benny
Farm, 6484 Monkland, Thurs., June 28 at 1pm
and Fri., June 29 at 9:30am.
514-4874-7878 #3146

Are you living with loss?

Dying is the most universal human experience.
It can also create the most profound sense of
isolation and loneliness in those left behind. At
times like this, it is good to seek help even though
reaching out is often daunting.
NOVA Montréal and Montreal Museum of Fine
Arts will host a free English-speaking bereavement support group during June-July, intended
for those who would like to learn ways to reclaim
moments of contentment and happiness while
honouring those who have died.
Eight bi-weekly meetings of two hours each at
The Montreal Museum of Fine Art, 1380 Sherbrooke W. Wednesday evenings from 6:30 to
8:30. A light snack will be served.
To register: Chatelaine Normandin, Social
Worker NOVA Montreal at 514-866-6801 # 227

WE DELIVER! • FIRST CLASS MAIL! • BRING US RIGHT TO YOUR DOOR.

29

FOR ALL YOUR SOCIAL NEEDS
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Name:
Address:
City:
Postal Code:
Tel:

Please make cheque or
money order payable to:

Prov:

5890 Monkland Ave. #202
Montreal, QC H4A 1G2
or pay by
or
Tel: 514-484-5033
Fax: 514-484-8254

1 YEAR • 9 ISSUES + THE ANNUAL RESOURCE DIRECTORY

MOVERS & SHAKERS
MOVING SERVICE DE DÉMÉNAGEMENT

CUSTOM
BUILT
WOODEN
FENCES

Moving & Storage
Make the right move
Family operated

•
•
•
•

514-217-7000

Reliable
Affordable
Licensed & insured
Local & long distance

fantastikfences.com

514-735-8148

DÉMÉNAGEMENT FX

BATHTUBS REGLAZED

MOVING

438-350-5532
514-715-0526

Contact us: 514 831 8733
arbo@strathmore.pro
strathmore.pro/arboriculture
Certified Tree Surgeon

Mayer

Roofing

n All types of roofing:
flat, slope and white roofs
n Membrane/Rubber
n Tar
n Shingles
n Serving the Greater Montreal area

Ventilation problems

We also sell Antique tubs

Dore Refinition

RBQ : 5721-5766-01

Call Benoit: 514-250-4811

514.808.5889

Olympia Renovation and
Management Services Inc.

D A N IE L
TREE SERVICES
FULLY INSURED
FREE ESTIMATE
• Felling
• Pruning
• Tending
• Stump cleaning

For all your needs in interior and
exterior renovations windows
and doors included
• Property management
• Janitorial services
• General cleaning

FREE ESTIMATE 514-292-3742
RBQ: 5665-6747-01
IKO certified and fully insured

514-947-2797

Call us at 514-246-1754

May Solutions

FULL COMPUTER SERVICE

I buy quality
1960’s Danish
style furniture.

• Lessons in your home
• Virus removal
• Slow computer? We’ll restore it

to its original configuration... fast!

• Laptops, Desktops, Tablets,

Teak or rosewood.

& Smartphones...We Fix Them All!

Call

Call Dave

Jordan
438-880-6976

514-318-5568 or

montrealmidcentury@gmail.com

ssnytte@gmail.com

Dominant Male
ACROSS
1 '70s hair style
5 "Curses!" to Charlie Brown
9 Demean
14 Lose one's footing
15 Quite a mixture
16 Indy 500 entrant
17 Fatherly item on the
union's wish list
20 One from the office pool
21 West who famously said
"Peel me a grape"
22 Mouse or cockroach
23 Lady's development areas?
26 Prefix for the birds
28 Cereal sounds that
conjure up father's visit
to the chiropractor?
34 Bulgaria's currency
35 Novel concept
36 Cut off
38 Ismaili Muslim's ___ Khan
39 Young Darth Vader's
nickname
40 Used car site
42 Mary Ann Evans,
___ George Eliot
43 Old Bailey event
45 Solo piece from "Carmen"
47 Lumberjack's creation
48 Sinbad's burden for many
days and nights or

Repairs guaranteed
Complete roof
complete insurance
complete maintenance
Free estimate
FINANCING AVAILABLE

Pruning · Cabling
Tree Removal · Stump Removal

Local relocation, long distance
and piano transportation

• Bathtubs, sinks
• Porcelain antique tubs
• Rust & chip repair • 3 year warranty

Adrian Powell
52
53
54
57
59
63
67
68
69
70
71
72

nickname for your
trawlerman father?
Uppercut's target
Theatre guide
Seesaw sitter of rhyme
Donkey, basically
Miller of "King of the Road"
Rona, Canadian Tire or
Home Depot, often
Banded quartz
Big black and white dolphin
Spinach is rich in it
Telegraph pioneer
Bygone Russian overlord
Fluid-filled bump

DOWN
1 "Raiders of the Lost
Ark" slitherers
2 Sharp's counterpart
3 Marriage, e.g.
4 Police order
5 "Cocoon" director Howard
6 He beat Foreman in '74
7 Chickadees' cousins
8 Oriental bean
9 ‘Exodus’ hero Ben-Canaan
10 Accompaniment for a
sword dancer
11 Molar malaise
12 Gets hard

13 Formerly, in olden times
18 US campus
recruitment org.
19 Genuine
24 Olivia Walton's TV daughter
25 Angular measurement
27 Three-piece suit piece
28 Venetian blind strip
29 Tributary of the Amazon
30 To no ___ (without
success)
31 Muslim community
leaders (var.)
32 Elliptical figures
33 Sri Lankan tea
37 Classic Indian music style
39 Book of Mormon's
longest book
41 A few "colourful" words
44 Fine-tunes
46 Alarm clocks, e.g.
49 Not at home
50 The wife's
51 Like some R-rated movies
54 Famed Dutch cheese burg
55 Pudding ingredient
56 Purim's month
58 Apt name for a Dalmatian
60 Full of blood and guts
61 Cupid for the Greeks
62 Tenant's payment
64 You can safely drive off this
65 Starchy Andean veggie
66 Not even close

1
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14

6

18

29

24

26

35

38

40

44
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33

13

37

41
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47

49

50

52
55

32
36

39

48

12
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34

11

22
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30

43

10

19
21
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63

9
16

20

54

8

15

17

28

7

51

53

56

57

58

64

59
65

60
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66

67

68

69

70

71

72
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Go Keto to get thin on fat

Barbara Moser
I love to improvise when I cook and find new
recipes that suit my ketogenic way of eating,
which involves avoiding carbs and sugar and
increasing fat intake. The idea is that fat doesn’t
make you fat but carbs and sugar do.
But don’t attempt to eat these dishes if you are
still eating carbs and sugar. That will make you
fat or fatter! For the most part these recipes have
been altered from ketogenic websites and from
my daughter’s suggestions. My main problem
with website recipes is that they require ingredients I can hardly pronounce or afford.
Warning! The following recipes may be more
expensive than flour- based recipes.
Pecan Cheesecake
Crust: Melt three or four tablespoons of butter (not margarine) in the oven and combine
with a cup of almond flour once it is cooled. Add
chopped pecans, about ¼ cup, to the mixture. Pat
down on a square 8 x 8 inch pan. Bake for 10 minutes or until crust is golden.
In a blender, mix ¼ cup of pecans, 2 eggs, 1 ½
large packets cream cheese (the regular one, not

The icing on the cake
Cream cheese, melted chocolate, vanilla, 3-4 drops
fat-reduced), 1 tsp. vanilla, 6 or 7 drops of stestevia (amount can be altered to suit your taste)
via, ¼ cup whipping cream. Once the crust cools,
Lemon mug cakes
pour mixture on top, spreading evenly.
Same as above except that instead of adding
Mix ¼ cup of chopped pecans with ¼ cup
chocolate and melted butter, add juice from ¼
melted better and arrange or just throw on top of
lemon, 2 tsp lemon rind. For icing, substitute
the cream – cheese mixture. Bake for 40 minutes
chocolate for lemon juice and rind.
(until firm but not dry). One small piece will be
Next issue: Keto style pizza and Keto pancakes,
enough per person. It’s filling!
both made with almond flour
Mug Cakes
Questions I am often asked
My daughter Amy taught me this recipe but I’ve
substituted chocolate for lemon with divine results. Can I eat fruit? After all, there’s good sugar and
bad sugar right?
Chocolate mug cakes
Wrong, all sugar is bad. Oranges and apples and
In a mug, crack one egg, add 1/8 cup melted
chocolate and 1 tsp. butter. One tsp cream cheese especially bananas have a lot of sugar. Berries have
is optional. Add 2 heaping tablespoons almond less sugar. Brown sugar is the same as white sugar.
flour, 1 tsp vanilla, 3 drops liquid stevia, and ¼ They just add colour.
Can I cut down on bread and still do keto?
tsp baking powder.
You can, but you won’t lose weight. You probMix all but it’s not necessary to overdo the mixing. Optional: drop a teaspoon of almond or pea- ably will gain weight. To enjoy the above recipes
nut butter into the centre of the mixture. Don’t you have to be willing to cut out carbs and sugar.
Where will my energy come from if I cut out
mix it in.
Microwave for 1½ minutes. Swirl a knife around carbs?
Carbs don’t give you energy, fat does. If you eat
the mug and invert and your cake will come out.
carbs, you’ll be hungry soon after. No so with fat.
Slice in two and add icing once cooled.
Is there such a thing as bad fat?
Fat in processed foods is not good for you, neither is the processed food.
Can I eat dark chocolate?
Even dark chocolate has a lot of carbs and carbs
turn into sugar, so think of it this way: When you
eat carbs, you are eating sugar.
What about lentils? Aren’t they good for you?
There are a lot of carbs in lentils and beans. As
a vegetarian I try to avoid them.
Is yogurt okay?
Yogurt has sugar. The lower the fat, the higher
the sugar content. This is also true of milk. Compare low fat milk to 35% cream and you’ll see
what I mean. The lowest sugar content I’ve found
is yogurt with 3g. of sugar per ½ cup.
L to R: Natalie, Adrian and Leslie Butt at a Join the Fight fundraiser Is dried fruit okay?
and agreed to chair our Board of Directors.
No! Dried fruit has more sugar than regular fruit.
Sponsored by Generations, Summer sleep- Are nuts okay?
away camp registrations are on until June 30 with
Only the kind you eat.
referrals from a CIUSS/CLSC social worker. To
If you have more questions: drop me a line or
help a child in need, call 514-933-8585 or visit better still look up the ketogenic way of eating on
generationsfoundation.com
the internet.

Natalie Bercovici
Generations

When we need a helping hand, who can we rely
on? Leslie Butt comes to mind as an exemplary
volunteer who’s been with us since 2001.
He formed a committee at the English Montreal
School Board and began to organize children’s
annual holiday events with a vision to support a
charity that helped children — Generations. His
committee’s support has continued for 17 years.
Leslie, a father of three daughters, involves
them in Generations. In June, they and his wife
Cynthia, are supporting a cancer fundraiser in
“Join the Fight”. The family also joins us for a
special toy-wrap before the Winter holidays.
Leslie pitched in with his whole heart to help
organize the Generations theatre evening and
the Back to School Bagel-o-thon. When there are
families who need help, Leslie does his best to
alleviate their concerns. He believes in our mission

Photo: Ford Photography

Father volunteers at Generations

BEST SPECIALS IN TOWN

6752 St. Jacques W.
EARLY BIRD SPECIAL
UNTIL 9AM
MON. TO FRI. 5am TO 9am
STARTING FROM $3.50

514-481-8114

WIN
FREE
GAS!
2 DRAWS OF

$150

IN GAS
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SUMMER PROMOTION
PEPSI-COLA
Buy 1 of 3 trios

(regular price)

● Hamburger Labelle (cheese, bacon, onion)
Fries + Pepsi (21oz)
● Steak-Sub Steak Pepperoni
Fries + Pepsi (21oz)
● Gyro Pita
Fries + Pepsi
1st Draw JUNE 15, 2018
2 nd Draw JULY 8, 2018

(21oz)

Our favourite haunt has a fresh, new look
Barbara Moser
Irwin and I have been dining at B
& M for years, with our mothers
in tow. Since my mom died, it’s
been Ruth, Irwin’s mom, who’s
just turned 100, and the two of us,
unless Ruth’s family from Israel
visits, in which case, it’s four
generations of Blocks who flock to
B & M for brunch and dinners.
We love B & M. There is no place
like it in Montreal. It’s part Greek,
part Jewish, part Italian (owing to
its long list of pizzas) and it’s multigenerational with diners from a year
old to well… over 100, enjoying
the fare. Portions are plentiful and
include veggies and fruit.
During the renovation of the Somerled location, Ruth was worried.
“When will they finish so that we can
go back to B & M?” she asked several

times. The tasteful renovation is now
complete and we can return to enjoy
our favourite dishes.
The space now has an ultra-modern look with an open kitchen on
the left. There’s a new a bar and the
tables are clustered in the middle
replacing the booths and a divider.
B & M is all about the food. My favourite is the Kleopatra Caesar Salad
with avocado and large shrimp ($21).
Irwin usually chooses from the Dinner or lunch specials on weekdays.
Ruth used to love the lamb chops,
which she always had with baked
potato and veggies. On the dinner
special it comes with a hefty side
salad and tea or coffee. Lately she’s
switched to the calf’s liver, topped
with mushrooms and onions.
Our desires are always met at B
& M and now that it’s warmer out,

Montreal’s best folk festival is back
Centered around the Lachine
Canal, the Montreal Folk Fest
opens Thursday, June 14 at the Bar
de Courcelle, 4685 Notre Dame W.
with the Latin beat of El Son Sonó
– Peruvian roots, jazz, and that
Montreal groove.
It’s close to the Place Saint-Henri
metro, which offers convenient
access the festival site.
The outdoor events get underway canal-side Friday, June 15 at
the Centennial Esplanade, 3659 St.
Patrick, with pay-what-you-can
concerts. VIP passes offering choice
seating, seating in the shade, and
snacks are available.
Les Chiens de Ruelles kicks off Friday at 5:30, followed by The Steady
Swagger at 6:30. On the main stage,
Catherine Leduc performs at 7, followed at 8 by Jason Bajada, and Josh
Ritter at 9. Also at 9, you can swing
your partner round and round at an
Old-Time Square Dance with music
from Folk Direction on 90.3 FM.

Restaurant
Happy Father’s Day!

we’ll definitely take advantage of the
outdoor terrace. Okay, so the new
menu doesn’t include our avocado,
goat cheese frittata Irwin and I used
to share, but you can get the same
ingredients in their over-stuffed and
tasty omelettes.
Another of my favourites is the
Pikilia at $16. It’s a cornucopia of
Greek delicacies including tarmosalata and tzatziki. Another delicious
appetizer is the fried zucchini with
tzatziki ($9.95) and the Calamars
Frits ($12) fat, succulent and plentiful, which my friend Daniele and
I shared along with the large Greek
Salad ($16) the other night.
What I like most about B & M,
apart from the portions, are the
unique combinations such as shrimp
and avocado in a Caesar salad. Along
with these dishes, which meet our

Ketogenic requirements (no carbs or
sugar), there are deli-delights such
as club sandwiches served with fries
and coleslaw. There’s an extensive
pizza menu ranging from $10.50 to
$35 for the largest and most elaborate pizza.
If I had space I’d list more of the
menu but you’ll have to try it out
yourself. You won’t be disappointed!
You may have to wait in line a few
minutes for a table if you’re going for
Sunday brunch. But the outdoor seating should eliminate that problem.
Writing this is making my mouth
water. This Moser may just mosey
over for lunch on this weekday and
see what’s on the daily specials.
B & M is at 6200 Somerled in NDG.
514-484-4959
A second location is at
120 St. Viateur W. in the Plateau.

Jazz mass at Red Roof Church on Canada Day

Two stars of the Montreal jazz scene
Saturday June 16 the main stage will participate in a jazz mass July 1,
features El Coyote at 2, Helena at the Red Roof Church, 137 PresiDeland at 3, Leonard Sumner at 4, dent Kennedy. Trumpeter Ron Di
Ahi at 5, Kleztory at 6, Fortunate Lauro will be performing and vocalOnes at 7, Nicolas Pellerin et les ist Ranee Lee will deliver the homily,
Grand Hurleurs at 8, and headliner starting at 10:30am. Prof. Norman
Cornett is coordinating the event.
Plants and Animals at 9.
At the Lhasa de Sela tent, there’s
a 3 pm sing-along with the Yellow
Door Troubadours and at 9, the
Brutopia Cajun Two-Step dance
with Catherine Planet and Big Night.
At the canal stage, check out the
Primitive Workers Songbook at 3:30,
Three O’Clock Train at 4:30, and the
Lhasa bursary winner at 5:30.
Sunday, June 17 lines up Blueberry Grass at 2, followed by The
Slowinks, Rob Lutes, Royal Wood,
and Mandolin Orange. On the canal
stage, Chesire Carr performs at 2:30,
followed by Max Comeau, and the
Lhasa bursary winner. At the Lhasa
de Sela Tent, sing-along at 3 with the
Yellow Door Troubadours. Info and
tickets: montrealfolkfest.com

Cornett also curated an exhibition
at the church entitled The Engima
of Jazz, featuring abstract expressionist paintings by Sonia Indelicato
Roseval, from June 22 to July 11.
Visits are possible June 24-26, 4 to
7 pm, July 1, 10 to 5, July 2, 10 to 2.

C
Cape Cod

Fish & Chips, Seafood, Squid,
Shrimp and more
FREE glass of wine for Dad
on Father’s Day
Call for your reservation

Every
Monday
all day is a
seniors day.
Free soup.
Free Coffees.
And free dessert.

160 Ste. Anne, St. Anne-de-Bellevue
(514) 457-0081

Terrasse is NOW OPEN
theseniortimes.com
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From Bengaluru to Mysore and back

Is this maharaja real?

Times and Places
Barbara Moser
Just off the plane at the huge and ultra-modern
Bengaluru airport, we shared a taxi with a lieutenant colonel in the Indian army, a test pilot
who was returning to his hometown to visit his
two young daughters for a few hours. He persuaded us to hire the taxi driver to take us to
Mysore, (a two and a half hour drive) which we
did the next day.
We checked into Tom’s Hotel and switched
rooms for a lower floor at 9pm, there being no elevator in the hotel. It’s a hop, skip and a jump from
the city’s largest mall and a booming thoroughfare
called Mahatma Gandi Rd. Right off the bat, we
couldn’t help hearing the intensity of the honking cars, tuk tuks and motor scooters, six abreast,
honking for no reason we could determine, everyone fighting to crawl ahead a few inches.
Our colonel had advised us not to get in a vehicle
between 8 and 10:30am and 4 to 8pm. And he
was right! The second morning, we had planned
to visit the modern art museum and then the
famed Cubbon Park and our hotel receptionist
thought an Uber would be a good idea. He called
one and the guy came and he took us.... somewhere, and said in his language with gestures...
this is it. But it wasn’t it. It was the middle of
nowhere, certainly nowhere near an art gallery.
We indicated to our driver on our Lonely Planet
map where we needed to go and he responded by

saying mmmmm.... and proceeded to drive after
we repeated National Gallery several times. He
refocused his GPS and we were back in traffic.
Twenty minutes later we arrived at the gallery
only to meet a French couple who informed us
that the gallery was closed. Irwin responded that
he demanded to know why, since he is a journalist
and came all the way from Canada to see this art.
Unfortunately, his status reaped no benefit and
within minutes we were in a tuk tuk headed for
the famed Cubban Park. It’s a big park to be sure
with a smaller children’s park that we unwittingly
bought tickets to for a total of 80 cents. After wandering around in the heat past benches of readers
and friends talking, we decided to move on to a
more atmospheric location.
I suggested the market. Why not? Markets are
always fun. So the tuk tuk took us to City Market, a sprawling, chaotic, crowded scene where we
found it difficult to cross roads and at one point
went through a fence which is meant to stop
people from crossing but the locals opened a tiny
opening to slip through. Irwin tucked in his belly
and just made it.
We were told the women’s clothing (we had
seen only men’s clothing and tons of shoes on
the streets) was behind the mosque but when we
reached the location, we saw only cows, bathroom
and hardware fixture stores.

Horse outside Mysore Palace
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Elaborate interior at Mysore Palace

Irwin with our senior guide to Mysore Palace

The traffic on the narrow streets proved impossible. So we decided to have lunch and found a fabulous, clean, Muslim place, called Al Madina Family
restaurant, where we dined on sardines, kingfish,
chicken masala and veg currie, all for $14.
In this and in all other restos, one person comes
over who is conversant in English. We explain that
we don’t eat rice or bread and he rolls his head and
warns that the curry is sauce and how are we going
to eat it, to which we reply: With a spoon. In this
and other similar restaurants, there are no knives.
Most people eat with their right hand.
We needed relief from the market scene so why
not tuk tuk to a mall? So we tuk tukked it to the
mall and lo and behold, found all our favourite
stores. By the way, when we asked the Englishspeaking manager of the resto where the ladies’
section of the market was, he answered: “go to the
Mall.” When asked for clarification as to why the
market wasn’t good enough, he replied: “Cheap
cheap!” I didn’t want to pursue his meaning.
It turned out that the mall was near our hotel.

On the way back to Bengaluru

By the way, Bengaluru means Town of Boiled
Beans because some old lady gave a prince some
beans when he was starving and the rest is history!

Mysore

The next day, we travelled by private taxi from
Bengaluru to Mysore — home of the magnificent,
ostentatious, internationally-decorated palace
of the Wodeyar Maharajas. The original palace
was destroyed by fire in 1897 and this one took
15 years to build and was completed in 1912 by
an English architect. The lavish interior, with
its stained glass, mirrors and gaudy colours has
carved wooden doors and paintings depicting
military gatherings and portraits of the royal family during the 19th century.
We hired a senior guide, who charged $7 to
take us around the palace pointing out some
of the more interesting paintings. It seems like
thousands of Indians and a wee group of foreign
tourists were touring with us, along with their
screaming babies, and I wasn’t feeling all that
great so the tour was a bit of a challenge.
Most impressive were the rooms with gilded pillars, one for guests and another more public with
a wrestling arena. It was a sobering experience. I
kept thinking about how poor most people in this
country are and how poor they were at the time
this palace was built, and how the maharaja taxed
his people to build this ridiculously lavish palace.

Mysore Palace ballroom

Outdoor space for entertaining the masses

At one point, we were told the stone floors with
ridges were designed for the comfort of royal
elephants. The rest of the flooring were tiled,
some with semi-precious stones. Next we were off
to see a Hindu temple and although it was beautiful, what spoke to me most was the beauty of the
women of all ages wearing gorgeous sarees.
At the third site we visited, a mosque, there
were many Hindus as there were Muslims visiting the Hindu site. We discovered that today is
New Year’s Day for Hindus and they were out in
full force touring the sites with their children and
parents in tow.
On the way back, we stopped to take photos of
the monkey god, Hanuman, an ardent devotee
of Lord Rama. It’s a bizarre and grandiose statue
atop a hodge podge small square temple with kids
running around asking for our names and then
waving goodbye.
This expedition made us aware that people wear
their identities, religious and cultural, on their
sleeves and on their foreheads. White, red and yellow smears mark them representing their devotion
to various gods in the Hindu faith. Hindu women
wear red dots on their foreheads. Widows are not
allowed to wear them, according to our guide.
From head to toe black to brilliantly-coloured
saris, the women dress for the occasion with
young girls in glittering gold and red dresses,

looking like they’re off to their first proms. After
2 1/2 hours there and three hours back, through
snarling traffic jams on the way back, we made it
to our oasis in Bengaluru, Tom’s Hotel.
I counted 130 honks in half hour from our driver
alone. Irwin feels they were necessary. I do not.
Apparently honking is used to signal passing on
the right or left or simply to let the cars ahead or
behind know you are coming.

Mysore Palace

Hanuman greets us on the way home
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Lovely ladies exiting mosque
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You still have

beautiful years ahead !

Enjoy

life again!

All across Quebec !

To be with people
who understand you

To feel surrounded and
in complete safety

To enjoy life
to the fullest

To indulge in the
pleasures of eating

A family business is a
guarantee of quality !

Visits every day :

Boucherville, Brossard, Sherbrooke, St-Laurent, Musee (Sherbrooke), Laval, Sorel, Granby, Mont St-Hilaire
Sainte-Julie, Dollard-des-Ormeaux, St-Leonard, Pointe-aux-Trembles, Plaza (downtown Montreal)

1 800 363-0663
residencessoleil.ca

familial • safe • evolving • affordable • fulfilling
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